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Redefining Dental Furniture to be both Smart and Beautiful, Symmetry Dental 

Direct introduces the All-New Francis Park Collection  
 

 
Chicago, IL (February 17, 2013)…   Symmetry Dental Direct introduces the all-new Francis Park Collection 

of dental furniture, incorporating all the high tech, practical features needed in a dental practice with 

the sleek, artful look of furniture.   

”We believe great design starts with feedback from our customers,” said Ted Wegman, CEO Symmetry 

Dental Direct, LLC. “When you look at a piece from the Francis Park Collection on the surface you will 

see a beautiful cabinet.  I see the years of field research from doctors that went into every feature.  

Their feedback lives in every surface and capability of this new collection.”   

Smart features to the new Francis Park Collection include; universal integration features, medical-grade 

materials, Symmetry’s New Power and Data Hub, Delta Pulse Activated Faucets, Sealed-Core 

Technology, naturally antimicrobial countertops, the industry’s best warranty and factory direct prices.   

“The beauty of Francis Park is what really makes it stand apart as pieces of furniture you’d be proud of 

not just commercial cabinets,” said Wegman.  

The beautiful standard features include: ¾ inch thick panel doors, Cambria quartz counters, frosted glass 

doors, two height options, soft close drawers and doors, floating side consoles and much more.    

In the dental industry where precision is everything, Symmetry believes that the same meticulousness 

should be applied to every cabinet built. All dental furniture from Symmetry is CAD/CAM designed, 

fabricated and engineered for precise, consistent construction every time. 

The Francis Park Collection consists of a Twelve O’Clock cabinet, a side console (floating or standing), a 
central island console and a sterilization unit.   
 
 
About Symmetry Dental Direct 
 
Since 2006, Symmetry Dental Direct offers full-service dental office design solutions with their exclusive 

factory-direct prices and a doctor focused philosophy.  The innovative Symmetry ID system provides 

interior design solutions in the span of one meeting.  Symmetry 360’s design and project management 

service will implement the designs into reality showcasing the innovative all-new Symmetry Francis Park 

Collection of dental furniture.   Based in Saint Louis, Missouri, Symmetry has focused its business on 
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serving the Midwest region of the US.  For more information about Symmetry, call 314.481.0400 or visit 

www.symmetrydental.com or www.facebook.com/symmetrydental . 
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